The theoretical study of interfaces in disordered media has led to many interesting results, many of which have never been experimentally verified. The work [1] by Planet, Santucci and Ortín is therefore of great importance. However, as shown here, their data analysis used in [1] pre-determines the universal exponents to unity.
The avalanche size distribution in interfacial growth [1] is expected to display simple scaling in the form
where P s (s) describes the probability density of finding an avalanche of size s. A corresponding scaling ansatz with exponent τ is made for the avalanche duration T . In [1] , to de-dimensionalise the data, measurements of individual avalanche sizes were divided by the average, i.e. the histogram H u (u) was analysed where u = s/ s , with the aim to extract α as defined in Eq. (1). The same technique had been employed for the avalanche duration distribution P T (T ), using the histogram H w (w) with w = T / T .
As shown in the following, the scaling exponents α and τ are actually bound to be unity once the histograms H u (u) and H w (w) display a collapse, as found in [1] .
The dimensionless histogram H u (u) is related to P s (s) via H u (u)du = P s (s)ds where du/ds = 1/ s . According to Eq. (1), s = A s s 2−α c for α < 2, with constant amplitude A s , so that
The only way for this function to collapse, i.e. to be independent from s c , as found by Planet et al., is that α = 1 and by the same argument τ = 1. To prevent artefacts, the only scale allowed to de-dimensionalise the observable (as often required in experimental data analysis) is its cutoff or any measure thereof, e.g. u = s/s c . To produce a collapse, its suitably rescaled histogram, for example H(u)u α s
, is to be plotted versus the dimensionless quantity u.
A few remarks are in order: Firstly, the slope of H u (u) in a double logarithmic plot measures the scaling of the product of the power law prefactor and the scaling function in Eq. (2), which says little about the actual scaling exponents α and τ as defined through Eq. (1). This form of an "apparent exponent" [3] is what was actually measured in [1] in an intermediate region of the incomplete collapse. Secondly, a proper data collapse is achieved for P (s) s α/(2−α) or P (s)s α plotted versus s/ s 1/(2−α) . Fig. (1) shows attempts to collapse a (mock) dataset known analytically to have α = 4/3 along the lines above.
The other scaling feature Planet et al. determine is the joint histogram H(u, w), suggesting that its centre of mass follows roughly u ∝ w 1.31 . This behaviour, again, is normally expected for the dimensionful observables s and T [4] . If the conditional average s|T follows asymptoti- 
